1. MAX AIRFLOW (BACKCHANNEL) 16.4 M³ / MIN (580 CFM)
2. MAX AIRFLOW (CABINET) 9.9 M³ / MIN (350 CFM)
3. MAX WEIGHT = 272 KG (600 LBS)
4. CENTER OF GRAVITY:
   APPROXIMATE LOCATION ONLY. LOCATION MAY VARY
   BASED ON POWER RATING AND OPTIONS ORDERED
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**SCALE DRAWING NO. SHEET**

**TITLE**
WEIGHTS ARE IN KILOGRAMS EST. WEIGHT 272
DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
THICKNESS N/A
FINISH N/A
MATERIAL N/A
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

**PROPERTY**
INTERPRET DIM. AND TOL. PER ASME Y14.5M-1994
MATERIAL N/A
FINISH N/A
DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS
THICKNESS N/A
WEIGHTS IN KILOGRAMS
EST. WEIGHT 272
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